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Philosphy

This Brand has been designed on a subject, on a Universcity course. The Web 
Design group was given the task to create a brand from scratch abour a 
technology based company that deals fast consumer services like web 
development etc and that could withhold and stand in the business industry. 
So here is my brand guildlines that explains the background behind my brand 
and what certain little thingsbusinesses can do when the brand identity is 
released to the public.

Star Wars is a massive part of any little boys childhood because of its extremly 
wide target market that makes it one of the best �lm series in the world. So
that is what i wanted to base my compnay around so my target audience 
would instantly think that the Deathstar is from Star Wars and that they would
think that either the company is heading for star or like space is the limit., which 
could also be transfered into a tagline if the company was to mad more serious.

I knew that i couldnt just copy a image from the web because that would be 
copywright toward ‘lucas�lm’, so i found out it would only be nessacary if i traced
the image in an application to make that image mine. Just �nding a name for my
brand was an obsticle now. So with have a Deathstar as my logo i would also just 
display the name for all the people that have heard of the name but doesnt know 
what �lm its from. So i decided to to call the brand ‘DeathStar Productions’ the
reason of the productions because its producting new and up coming businesses.

DeathStar Productions is a copany that helps upcoming businesses that want to 
be hit the buisness industry market and to made as a professional company 
hitting the ground running. We help businesses by creating web desing in our 
web development side of business and alos we creating other multimedia products 

like video games, applications, social media etc.
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Logo Variations 

Black/ Main Logo :

Due to the main brands background is white they wont be a 
white logo variation because you wouldnt be able to see the 
text or main graphic when put unfront of a white graphic.

Other Colour Variations :
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Border Widths

When the company hits the business industry various digital media 
comapanieswill be promotingthe company in magazines/lea�ets and 
also the layout of letters that will be sent out. These will all need speci�c 
restrictions of where the graphic can be placed on the letter and also 
how far it can be from the end of the page. 

So here are the restrictions that are allowed in any sort of promotion 
material like letters etc : 

In a letter as Deathstar Productions we would like the companies 
graphic to be placed only in the top right of any document. 3 
centermeters from the right and 3 centermeters from the top. 

We would also like the graphic at the bottom centre of the document 
with also about 3 centermeters away from the bottom of the page, this is a
must have and if both of these restrictions are broken we will go into legal 
matters. So it is vital that if you are creating any document with our brand
on it you must read this section carefully to avoid slip ups. 
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Editing our Brand

We as a company do not really want our brand identity changing by
anyone because its like taking somebodys face and messing with it 

Here is a couple of examples of what we want and dont want when 
editing out brand : 

NO ARCS

NO SCALING
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Competitors 

Wearalight.com – Specialists in designing stu� for web and app 
development, video animation, graphic design and illustration etc. 

toastdesign.com – this is a design agency that’s looking into the same 
area that I am looking into and designs website etc for businesses that 
are trying to get into that market. They are particularly good in web 
design and social media.

We see these 2 companys as our main rivals and obviosly these 2 
companies have miles more experinece but we see our company as
a ‘young gun’ meaning that with our experienced sta� in every 
department we will be adding our own spice to the industry which will 
be our knowledge. 

A underdog is just what this industry needs.



Thanks for Reading our Guidelines i hope you as a reader
have took on board what the business means and has to 

o�er and we hope you can stick by the boundaries that we have set.


